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Our aim is to encourage global dialogue about how the threat from terrorism can be 

confronted through democratic means. 

terrorism.openDemocracy (toD) is one of the long-term products of the International Summit 

on Democracy, Terrorism and Security sponsored by the Club de Madrid in March 2005. Its 

outcome, the Madrid Agenda, was a first attempt to formulate a set of principles based on the 

conclusions that were reached in more than one hundred panel and working group sessions. 

This dialogue needs to continue.  

To this end the Club de Madrid and openDemocracy created this 

website, specifically dedicated to continuing the Madrid dialogue. 

Initially housed at www.Madrid11.net, toD publishes hard-hitting 

content - ranging from our daily security briefings to more probing 

news analysis, opinion and debates - related to the site's themes of 

democracy, terrorism and security. toD will serve as a major 

resource and forum, allowing users to find information, educate 

themselves, and engage in constructive and - if necessary - 

controversial debate. 
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Am really impressed with the Madrid Agenda though I have not read the its content. 

Am from the north east of India and been working as the Bureau chief for an English monthly news 

magazine these last 17 years. North east as you are aware, has a distinct ethnic culture/art and 

history yet the region is in turmoil because of innumerable problems more importantly, insurgency 

and terrorism. 

Its my privilege to address you via this mail that the website is impressive and shall be happy to write 

a few articles for the readers. 

With regards 
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